
- We finetuned Japanese BERT and multilingual BERT on two Japanese NLI datasets translated from English: Japanese SICK [Marelli+2014] 
(JSICK) and Japanese SNLI [Bowman+2015] (JSNLI). We also collected human judgements on a subset of the JaNLI dataset.
- All the models performed poorly on JaNLI (in particular, on non-entailing pairs), while humans can achieve near-perfect performance. 
- Data augmentation with 700 JaNLI examples (+JaNLI) improved both in-distribution (JSICK/JSNLI) and out-of-distribution (JaNLI) 
performance, but the accuracy did not increase for some linguistic phenomena (scrambling, passive, causative, and factive adverbs).
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Research Question: To what extent pre-trained language models have generalization capacity in languages other than English?
We present a Japanese Adversarial Natural Language Inference (JaNLI) dataset inspired by English HANS[Mccoy+2019], designed to cover various challenging linguistic 
phenomena specific to Japanese (e.g., garden-path sentences in Japanese).  The JaNLI dataset is available at: https://github.com/verypluming/JaNLI
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Dataset creation  JaNLI was automatically generated by creating 144 templates tagged with a label for 5 structural patterns (heuristics): subsequence, constituent, 
full-overlap, order-subset, mixed-subset (considering Japanese flexible word order, we divide the “overlap” heuristics into the last three patterns), and 16 linguistic 
phenomena. Each template is instantiated 100 times (in total, 14,400 examples). Template examples for garden-path (GP) sentences

Do the factors that facilitate  
human understanding of 
GP-sentences help the models 
in the same way?
- Humans achieved slightly higher 
scores on garden-path problems 
involving the five factors that 
facilitate interpretation, compared 
with normal GP-sentences.
- But there was no such tendency 
in the BERT models.
- The models do not distinguish 
these factors like humans.
- Substantial room for improving 
the models for Japanese NLI.

For analysis, 
GP-sentences are 
categorized 
according to five 
factors that make it 
easier for people 
to interpret them.

Template examples


